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The Heritage Foundation
“Every generation has a defining issue and no issue more defines a generation than how it educates its children. Education influences the future, a society, its culture. History repeatedly teaches us the same lesson: Freedom and liberty breed a very different future than do dictators and despots.” Merrill Hope, Breitbart News

Dear Patriot:

This is the defining issue of our time and time is running out in the fight to protect our children from the Common Core Standards (Fed Led Ed) that are gripping our nation.

Even though Texas rejected the Common Core, 21st Century learning activists continue to undermine Texas’ educational standards and Texas’ values through state mandates and legislation.

On June 19 - 22, 2014, the national PTA (Parent Teacher Association) will hold its annual convention in Austin, Texas. The keynote speaker is Arne Duncan, U. S. Sect. of Education, who in conjunction with the national PTA are cheerleaders for the Common Core.

In response to that event, we have a tremendous opportunity to host a counter-event that will feature the most prominent voices who have come together to “STOP” the federal takeover of K-12 public education.

We will also unveil the national grassroots counter-offensive to Fed Led Ed’s brand of 21st Century learning. #CanISee™© the Solution #AgainstCoreTakeover (ACT)

We need your support.

**Give the gift of American Exceptionalism to the next generation. The answer is YOU!**

In Liberty,

*Alice Linahan* - Event Moderator

#CanISee™© Co-Author,
Women On the Wall- Radio Host
Some of the most recognized experts who oppose the federal takeover of education have confirmed to participate in the #CanISee The Solution Conference. These leading experts have been seen on FOX News, Breitbart Media and The Daily Caller as well as testifying in front of legislatures across the country.

**Now is the time for ACT to unveil Solutions.**
Notable confirmed leaders from across the country are joining forces to bring the best and brightest together to provide Knowledge and Solutions so that Parents can ACT! More leaders are being added daily!
Notable leaders who have a message to share with America!

Dr. Terrence Moore - Author of *The Story Killers: A Common Sense Case Against the Common Core*

Dr. Duke Pesta - Professor of English at the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, and the Academic Director of FreedomProject Education.

Dr. Chris Tienken - Author of *The School Reform Landscape: Fraud, Myth, and Lies*
#CanISee™© the Solution!

The Time to ACT is Now!

#CanISee™© the Solution 2014 will give you the tools you need to....

Go into your child’s school and ask........

• #CanISee™© WHAT you are teaching my child?
• #CanISee™© HOW you are teaching my child?
• #CanISee™© WHO is benefiting financially from the curriculum on which my child’s teacher is being evaluated?
Women On The Wall would like to invite you to be a partner with us for the #CanISee™© the Solution Conference 2014

What can "YOU" your Organization or your Corporation do?

Sponsor a PTA MOM!

AT THE EARLY BIRD PRICE!

FOR EVERY 5 MOMS YOU SPONSOR 2 GET THEIR HUSBAND IN FREE!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT ALICE
ALICE@WOMENONTHEWALL.ORG
#CanISee™®

The Solution Conference 2014

Early Bird Rate

Full conference Ticket $175 per person
1 Day Ticket $100 per person

After June 1st Full conference $250 per person
1 Day Ticket $175 per person

Click to purchase an Early Bird Ticket
#CanISee™© Sponsorship Opportunities

A la carte

**Solutions Convention HOST**
If you would like the entire event to proudly display your company or organizations name and logo on all our event material and the event itself, you can opt to sponsor the entire event as our Host. For details about Special Sponsorship or Hosting, please contact Alice Linahan at 972-322-8313.

**Sponsor AV and Video of Convention** = $16,000
Logo included in Video

**Sponsor of 100 Tweets for Convention Promotion** = $500
Sponsored by #Company or #Candidate Name included in all tweets

**Sponsor of Convention Energy Breaks** = $500
Sponsor Refreshments for Attendees during designated Break times

---

**Gold Sponsor**
$1,000
Category Recognition in Conference Program
Category Recognition in Conference on Signage
Verbal Recognition by Moderator at General Session
3 Conference Registrations

**Silver Sponsor**
$500
Category Recognition in Conference Program
Category Recognition in Conference on signage
2 Conference Registrations

**Bronze Sponsor**
$300
Category Recognition in Conference Program
Category Recognition in Conference on Signage
1 Conference Registration

---

**Tables**
*Use of tables is for the entire two days
- Approved Policy/Grassroots Organizations - $250
- Vendors-$350
- Candidates For Office-$450

---

**Sponsor a MOM!**
Sponsor 20 Moms for $3,500

---

Click to purchase Sponsorship Packages